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Pluto has advanced into Aquarius once more. Though still in transition 

from Capricorn, where it will revert back to mid year, the writing is on the 

wall for a major paradigm shift. The future beckons. 

 This month’s Aquarius New Moon kick starts the Chinese Year of 

the Wood Dragon. According to Chinese tradition the Dragon is a formi-

dable creature, the wood element is resilient and determined, similar to 

the fixity of Aquarius itself, making this month intense.  

 Venus and Mars are reuniting in Aquarius too this month, Venus-

Mars alignments are powerful unions,  highly creative and potentially de-

structive if they get out of hand, and this one sees Pluto close by, suggest-

ing transformative processes are at work. Both Venus and Mars will join 

Pluto this month, stirring our passions, physical, emotional and mental. 

Heart and mind are energised. Opinions, convictions and intentions are 

triggered and are ready to fire. Amid this potential tension, try to remain 

open to discuss differences of opinion, emotions and feelings. 
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This is a New Supermoon, 

invisible and hidden in 

the glare of the Sun, but 

it’s super nonetheless. It’s 

the start of the Chinese 

New Year, the year of the 

Wood Dragon. Dragons 

are formidable and the 

Wood Dragon is known 

for its staying power and resilience.  

 The Sun and Moon are in a 

tight fixed square to rebellious Ura-

nus. This suggests the potential for 

passionate determination that must 

give way to sudden changes or 

challenges. 

 Venus and Mars are con-

verging towards a conjunction, the 

exact alignment happens on the 

22nd, with Pluto not far away. 

 Mars and Pluto will be con-

junct on Valentine’s Day. Not a 

great omen for romantic love, but 

certainly filled with passion! Sexu-

ality is associated with all three of 

these archetypes, all of which are 

connecting this month. Venus joins 

Pluto on the 17th.   

 Aquarius is not the most 

emotional sign, it’s traditionally as-

sociated with thinking rather than 

feeling. Aquarius  is a rational, de-

tached sign, but all this passionate 

energy clustered together, suggests 

that in some cases,  normally cool-

headed  types may experience an 

upsurge of emotion and passion 

that is completely unexpected, es-

pecially since Uranus is squaring 

the Sun and Moon. 
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Gift idea 

Order your 2024 calendar available now  Hard copy or download. 

2024 edition now in stock 
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Venus and Mars have once 

again reunited. Venus 

and Mars are now 

squaring Jupiter, elevat-

ing our personal desires 

and indulgences. With 

Pluto nearby, there is 

also a desire to cutback 

on wasteful practices. That in-

cludes relationships that are no 

longer supportive. With Pluto in-

volved, there is a lot of intensity. 

 At this Full Moon, the 

North Node is tightly aligned with 

Chiron, revealing pathways to-

wards healing. Chiron is a key fo-

cal point over coming months.  

 Meanwhile, Saturn is about 

to commence a new synodic cycle, 

so long term plans are coming into 

view. How do we turn our crea-

tive projects into reality? Patience 

and hard work are required, so too 

is self-discipline. Saturn sees to 

that. There are no short-cuts. We 

have to follow the rules and sched-

ules. While some people seem able 

to get away with breaking the 

rules, or making up their own ver-

sion, eventually reality catches up 

with them. As Neptune nears the 

end of its Pisces voyage, the misin-

formation of recent years is likely 

to be exposed. Lies and marketing 

spin are not going to get much  

traction once Neptune moves into 

honest, forthright Aries, but we’ll 

have to wait about 12 months.  
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Packed with fascinating case histories that illuminate the power 
of stationary planets. 

Read Ana Isabel’s Review  

Read Ray Grasse’s Review  

More Reviews  
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The Test of Time 

Exploring Stationary Planets 

~~~ 
Watch interview 

 

How should we interpret motionless planets? 
What kinds of challenges and  opportunities do 

they symbolise?  

Packed with a host of fascinating case histories of 
well-known people and events, The Test of Time 
documents the phenomenon of stationary plan-

ets, including a range of dwarf planets and aster-
oids.  
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The Sacred Dance of  

Venus and Mars 

~~~ 
Watch interview 

 

This book details my research into the 32-
year cycle of Venus and Mars. 

The symbolic connection between the celes-
tial lovers is mirrored by their interaction as 
metals copper (Venus) and iron (Mars). This 

passionate exchange creates life on this plan-
et and has immense impact across social set-

tings and generations. 
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A number of astrologers, myself included, have 

dabbled in earthquake research. Data is readily 

available for earthquakes, but with so many 

factors to consider, we’ll have to look to AI or 

supercomputers to take the next step in astrolo-

gy earthquake research. 

 That being said, there are a couple of 

noteworthy points in the chart for the recent 

Japan quake, which devasted the region on 

New Year’s Day, and the horrific plane collision which 

followed a day later. 

 In the Japan quake chart, Mercury was stationary, 

in Sagittarius.  It was conjunct Mars, squaring Neptune 

and Juno while also opposing Vesta. Mutable squares like 

this suggest both tension, and sudden movement. Jupiter, 

which rules Mercury in Sagittarius,  was also within orb of 

its station. Chiron was also stationary.  

 The following day, a small plane ventured onto a 

runway in Tokyo where an airbus had been given clear-

ance to land. As you probably saw in the news reports, the 

collision created a fire-ball which engulfed both aircraft 

and five people died on the small plane. This was a coast 

guard flight, which was to deliver relief support to the 

earthquake survivors. All passengers and crew on the air-

bus, all 379 people, miraculously escaped.  

 The midpoint of S Jupiter and S Chiron is 25AR31, 

close to Eris. The Mercury-Mars midpoint is 24SG52, mak-

ing a tight fiery trine to Eris. These stations and aspects 

were still active at the time of the horrific plane collision. 

The Mercury-Mars midpoint tightened to 25SG15, Chiron 

and Jupiter midpoint is the same 25AR31. 

 At the time of the crash on the Tokyo tarmac, the 

Moon was 22VI07, within four minutes of arc and an exact 

square to its dispositor, stationary Mercury 22SG11. 

Japan disasters 
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The Zodiac  
Organiser 

~~~ 
Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams and doo-
dles together in this easy to use   Zodiac Or-

ganiser.  

Divided into 12 sections, one for each sign 
of the zodiac, you’ll find a place for every 

aspect of your life.   

From Affirmations to Adventure, from Gar-
dening to Gift Ideas, Home to Health, there 

is a spot for everything.  

Best of all, it will be easy to find your notes 
again later when you need them! 
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